Concerned Books

1. Printed copies.
2. Oxford Reading Tree

Stage 1 (Pack of 6) (First Words)
Stage 1+ (Pack of 6) (First Sentences) and stage 1+ workbook (1a)

August

Sounds

Exercise:
1. Pre-Writing exercises
2. Visual Matching
3. Enrichment of vocabulary through Flash cards, Vocabulary basket and take home props.

September

Sounds

Introduction of Sound c, i, l.

Reading

Who is it?
Floppy Floppy
(Copy pages related to the sounds will be done)

October

Sounds

Introduction of sound o, j, a, s.

Exercise:
1. Circle the correct Sound
2. Match, Trace and Color
(Copy pages related to the sounds will be done)

Reading

Six in a Bed
Look at Me
Stage 1+ workbook (1a)

November

Sounds

Introduction of Sound r, n, t, p.

Reading

The Pancake
Reds and Blues
Stage 1+ workbook (1a)

Revision

December

Mid Year Assessment and Winter Vacation
January

Sounds  Introduction of Sound h, m, e, d, f.
(Copy pages related to the sounds will be done)

Reading  Fun at the Beach
          Big Feet
          Stage 1+ workbook (1a)

February

Sounds  Introduction of Sound g, u, b, v, k, x.
        Exercise:
        1. Color the correct Pictures
        2. Write the beginning Sounds

Reading  Kipper’s Diary
         Go Away, Floppy
         Stage 1+ workbook (1a)

March

Sounds  Introduction of Sound w, y, q, z.
        Exercise:
        1. Draw the Picture beginning with s, t, b Sounds

Reading  A Good Trick
         Hide and Seek
         Stage 1+ workbook (1a)

April

Stage 1+ workbook (1a)

Revision

May

Final Assessments